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1. Let Mn be a compact, oriented, connected, ^-dimensional differ
ential manifold with dM (boundary M) homeomorphic to the n—1 
sphere 5W~"X. Then dM represents an element [dM] of rn~ l, the group 
of differential structures (up to equivalence) on 5n~1. We consider the 
(much studied) problem of expressing [dM] in terms of "computable" 
invariants of M. 

Let 7Tn-i be the n — 1 stem, Jo: 7r»(BSO)—»7rw-i the classical J-homo-
morphism, and ir^x the cokernel of Jb. In [S], a map P: T""1-***-* 
was defined (see below). We will define an invariant A(M) which is a 
subset of w'n„x (and often consists of a single element). The main 
theorem states: P[dM]EA(M). 

In a strong sense, the definition of A(M) involves only homotopy 
theory. Moreover, A(M) seems amenable to computation by standard 
techniques of algebraic topology. We illustrate this below and, as 
applications, give explicit examples (1) of a manifold Mn, n odd, with 
[dilf]^0, and (2) of Mn

f n even, with [dM] not only 5*0, but in fact 
with [dM] not even contained in Tn"^1(dw)t the subgroup in r**""*1 of 
elements which bound 7r-manifolds. (Examples of Mn, n even, with 
[dM]^0 are of course well known.) Other applications, and detailed 
proofs, will appear elsewhere. 

REMARK 1. By [5], kernel P^T^idr). If n is odd, T^dr)**!), 
so P is injective, while if n^2 (4), kernel PQZ2. If wsO (4), kernel 
P tends to be large (but see §5). 

Let BSO, BSPL, BSTop be the stable classifying spaces for orient-
able vector bundles» piecewise-linear ( = PL) bundles, topological 
bundles. There are maps Jo: 7rn(BSG)—>7r»-i (G = 0, PL, Top) 
and a commutative diagram with exact rows 

ƒ g 
0 - • TTn(BSO) U TTn(BSPL) 4> T»"1 ~> 0 

I! 7 UPL 
Jo q i 

TTn(BSO) -> Tn-l - + 7 r „ - i - * 0 . 
If zCzT""1, define P(z) as <Z(/PLÛ0)> where g(y) = s. 

2. On Thorn complexes. Let /3 be an oriented (topological) &-disk 
bundle over a CW-complex X, T(P) the Thorn complex. If X 
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« F U ^ n (==F with an fl-cell attached by d:den->Y)f then T(fi) 
= T(Ji\ Y)\J^ en+k. Also, if * £ Fis the basepoint, we have an inclusion 
i:Sk = W\*)~>T(fi\ F). Assume h, n£2. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let X-Y^Je", Y a connected w —1 dimen
sional complex. Let a, /3 be oriented (topological) k-disk bundles 
over X with a\ Y isomorphic to /31 F. Let T(fi)~T(p\ F)LVW+*, 
[$]Efl"n+&-i (T(fi\ F)). Suppose T(a) is reducible [4]. Then 
[<t>]Gimage H:Tn+k„1(S

k)->Tn+k-.i(T(p\ F)). 

REMARK 2. If Ô is a &-disk bundle over Sn derived from (a, /3) by 
the difference construction, then in fact [̂ fr]553 ±i*J(S)f where 
J=J Topi 7Tn(BSTop)—>7Tn-i = 7rw+A;~i(»S'A!) (here we assume k is large, 
although the remark has a nonstable analogue). 

REMARK 3. Proposition 1 can be generalized to the case in which 
T(a) is not necessarily reducible. One then has a statement about the 
difference of the attaching maps in the two Thorn complexes. 

3. Definition of the invariant. Given Mn as in §1, let M* be the 
closed PL manifold MUCone (dM). Let PM be the ^-dimensional 
normal bundle of M in Euclidean n+k space (k large). Using the fact 
that the map 7rw_i(BSO)~>7rn_i(BSPL) is injective, one sees that PM 
extends to a vector bundle p* on M*. Let T(p*) = T(PM) \J<t> en+k, 
[<t>]GTrn+k-i(T(vM))' Apply Proposition 1 with <X = PPL(M*) ~k-
dimensional PL normal bundle of if*, j3 = p*. We conclude that 
[^JGimage i*: Tn-i = 7rn+k-i(Sk)->Trn+k-.i(T(pM)). Define A'(p*)QTn-i 
as {ye7Tn-i:i*(y) =[<ƒ>]}. Let A(**) = q(A'(p*))C*^. NOW A'(P*) 

depends on the particular vector bundle extension p* of PM\ A(J>*), 

however, does not. We may therefore define: 

A(M) - A(vM) - A(*>*), 

where p* is any vector bundle on M * extending PM. 

THEOREM 1. Let Mn be a compact, oriented, connected, differential 
n-manifold with dM homeomorphic to S*1"1. Then ±P [dM] £A(Af). 

PROOF (SKETCH). Let P$L(M*), p* be as above. I t can be shown 
that there is a yÇzirn(BSPL) with g(y) *= [dM] and such that y is a dif
ference bundle for (*>PL(M*), p*). By Remark 2, T(p*) » T(pM) U* en+h, 
where [<!>]= ±i* J (y). But q(J(y))~P[dM]. Thus ±P[dM]EA(M). 

4. We give some applications of Theorem 1 (M is always as in §1). 
DEFINITION. A manifold M is of type m with respect to (X, /3) if X 

is a CW-complex with m cells in positive dimensions, /3 is a vector 
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bundle over X, and there is a map ƒ: M-*X with f* (fi) stably iso
morphic to VM. 

We consider here manifolds of type one. This class of manifolds is 
certainly wide enough to be of geometric interest. For example, the 
following are of type one (with respect to 5*' and some j3£E7r,-(BSO)). 

(a) i— 1 connected Mn, n — 2i. 
(b) i ~ l connected Mn, w = 2 i + l , ifâl, 2 (8). 
(c) The manifolds Mn(gi, £2), where giG7rt~i(SO(w—i)) and 

g2£fln-*~i(SO(i)), formed by plumbing an (n —i)-disk bundle over 5* 
(with characteristic map gi) and an i-disk bundle over 5W"~** (with 
characteristic map g2), provided that the bundle over Sn~"* is stably 
trivial. 

Suppose Mn is of type one with respect to (S*f /3), and let j : Sn~l-*M 
be the inclusion of dM into M. 

DEFINITION. ^(M)- {fj\ ƒ: M-+S* and /*(/3) stably isomorphic 
tO^jf}. (Thus ^(ikf)C7Tn~l(500 

$0 appears to be an important invariant for the study of manifolds 
of type one. We take the view that $d(M) is "known* or computable. 
This is certainly reasonable for cases (a), (b), (c) above. For example, 
in cases (a) or (b) one can usually express $p(M) in terms of more 
standard invariants (Pontryagin classes, behavior of cohomology 
operations, etc.) and in case (c) we have: 

LEMMA 1. Let Mn~M(gi, g2) as in (c). Then M is of type one with 
respectto (S*tg09andJ(g%)&gi(M). (Here J: Tn-^i(SO(i))~»7rw^i(50.) 

We wish to compute A(M) in terms of $p(M). 

THEOREM 2. Let Mn be of type one with respect to (S*, j3), |8&r<(BSO). 
Suppose the composition xyÇ~$$(M), where yÇzTn~-i(Sp)t xÇ-Tp(S*)9 

i<p<n — l; and suppose x*(f3)~0. Then 
(i) The Toda bracket (Jo(j3), Sp(x), S(y) ) is defined. 
(ii) ±A(M)Cq(Jo(0),Sl3(x),S(y)). 

EXPLANATION. Here S: Tn-i(S
p)~->7rn-i-p is the suspension map; 

Sfii {xCzwp(S
i):x*(fi) — 0} —>irp-i is a certain "twisted* suspension 

map, which we will not define here. 
REMARK. Theorem 2 can be generalized; for example, one may 

replace Sp by an arbitrary complex. 

LEMMA 2. For a suitable generator y of ^(BSO), 57:7r7(»S4)—>7r8 
satisfies: 
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Sy(H) « 0, H the Hopftnap, 

Sy(t) » 5(0, t an element of finite order. 

Recall thatT8(54)=Z2©Z2= {c} 0 {d}, where (in notation of [9]) 

As an illustration of Theorem 2, we have 

THEOREM 3. Let M9 be of type one with respect to (S4, 7), 7 as in 
Lemma 2. Recall r 8 = Z2. Then 

(i) ffOord&y(M)tthen[dM] = 0. 
(ii) Ifcorc+dE®y(M),then [dM]^0. 

PROOF (SKETCH). Suppose that cE.$y(M). By Theorems 1 and 2, 
P[dM]eA(M)Çq(J(y), Sy(Ev'), S(rj7))= q(J(y), S(Ev'), Sfa)) 
(by Lemma 2). Using [9, especially Chapter VI], one calculates that 
this set is the nonzero element of 7r8' —ZÏ. Other cases follow similarly. 

EXAMPLES. 1. There is a sE?T4(SO(4)) with J(z)=c. Consider the 
9-manifold M(gi, £2) with giGTs(SO(5)) stably equal to y and g%=z. 
By Lemma 1, J(z) =c&$y(M). By Theorem 3, [dM]^0. 

2. There is a wEn(SO(4)) with /(w)»«i(4) oax(7) [9, p. 178]. 
Consider the 11-manifold M(gi, g%) with giG7r8(SO(7)) stably equal 
to y and g2:== .̂ As above, one sees that P [dM] EA(ikf) = g(ai, ai, ai) 
= <Z(j8i) = element of order 3 in 7ri0 = Z2©Z8. Thus [dilf] is of order 3 

in r io=z2ez3. 
3. There is a uEiru(SO(4)) with J(v) ~Evf o €7 [9, p. 66]. Consider 

the 16-manifold M(gu £2) with giEfl*3(SO(12)) stably equal to y and 
g2=v. One sees that P[dM]~q(vt 2v, e) = generator of 7rJö=Z2. Thus 
[dM]^T16(dir). 

REMARK. Let p be an odd prime, and let n~2p(p-~l) — l. It is 
known that the ^-primary component of T""1 = Zp. Theorem 1 gives 
good information when applied to the problem of detecting the ^-pri
mary component of [dM], dim M=w. For example, one may show 
that if the ^-primary component of [oJf]^0, then qi(M)9£0t q\ the 
first (mod p) Wu class. In particular, M can not be 2(£ —^-con
nected. It may be conjectured that the generator of the ^-primary 
component of rn~x bounds a manifold of the homotopy type of 
5 'V5n- ' , / = 2 (p-1). This is true if p « 3 (see Example 2 above). 

5. The case n~4tk. Define r: Tn-l-*Q/Z (rationals mod 1) as fol
lows: given «Grn"~1, choose yG^n(BSPL) with g(y)sssz. Then put 
r(z) = (pk(y))/bk mod 1, where pk is the &th rational Pontryagin class 
and bk-pkM, 7 a generator of Tn(BSO). (By Bott, bk~a,k(2k — 1)!, 
ah = 1 (& even) or 2 (k odd).) 
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Define P ' : kernel r—>7rn~i as follows: if r(z) = 0, there is a (unique) 
y with g(y) = s and £*(y) = 0. Put P'(s)*=/PLCV). 

LEMMA 3. The pair (r, P') is infective, in the sense that if r(z) = 0, 
then P'(z) is defined, and ifP'(z)=0, then 2 = 0. 

PROOF. Assume r(s) = 0, and let y£7r»(BSPL) satisfy g(y)*=z, 
pk(y)=0. Then J > L ( 3 0 = P ' ( 2 ) = O, by assumption. Thus ph(y) 
= Jph(y) = 0. But this implies y = 0 (see [2], [3], [8]), sos = 0. 

Now given Mn, define s(M) by 

s(M) - [pk(v*) - #»CPL(-W*))1/** mod 1, 

where v* is any vector bundle on M * extending PJW . 
If 5(ilf) = 0, ?* may be chosen with pk(v*)^pk(pvh(M*)), Then 

define A'(ikf) as {*€7rn-X: i*(x)*= [0]}, where T(v*) = T(vM) U**n+* 
(as in §3). 

THEOREM 1'. (i) s(ikf) = r[aif] . (ii) If s(M)~0, then ±P'[dM] 
GA'(M). 

REMARK. The invariant r is closely related to Milnor's X invariant 
[7]. In fact, bk*r(z) =X(s), mod 1. 

Let dk be the denominator of Bk/ék, i?* the feth Bernoulli number. 
Let jk be the order of the image of Jo: 7T4A(BSO)~^^„i. Recall that 
jk = tkdkt 4 = 1 or 2. In every known case, 4 = 1 (for example, k odd 
[l] , è = 2 or 4, or k as in [$]). 

In the rest of this section, dim M= 4fe, where 4 = 1. 

THEOREM 4. Let M be a spin manifold, and suppose A(M) = 0. Then 
[oW] = 0 if and only if s(M) = 0 and Â(M*), the A-genus of itf*, is 
integral} 

PROOF. Necessity is well known. 
Sufficiency. Let 2>*) = T{vM) U* en+h, where £*(*>*) **pk(vT>i(M*)). 

Let yGA'(if); i.e. let i*(y)= [0]. One may show that A(M*)*=e(y) 
mod 1, where e is the invariant of [l]. Also, A(il4") = 0 implies y 
©mage Jo. But by [l] , yGimage Jo and e(y)=0 imply ;y = 0 (if 
4 = 1). Thus A'(ikf) = 0 and the theorem follows from Theorem 1' and 
Lemma 3. 

EXAMPLE (KERVAIRE-MILNOR). Suppose VM is the trivial bundle. 
Then [dM] = 0 if and only if (pk(M*))/h and Â(M*) are integral. 

PROOF. One sees that A(M) « 0 and that s(Af) = (pk(M*))/bk mod 1. 
Apply Theorem 4. 

* We use a definition of Â which differs from the customary one by a factor of 
1/tf*. 
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6. Theorem 1 can be improved somewhat. Let D(VM) be the set of 
all differential structures on the topological manifold M with normal 
bundle equal to VM\ by restricting each such structure to dM, we 
obtain a subset T(VM) of T**""1. The argument in the proof of Theorem 
1 shows that ±P(r(^jjf))CA(^ji/). (Using properties of the map / P L 
t2]» [$]> [8], one can sometimes show that this inclusion is an 
equality.) 
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